
LEWIS MUMFORD 

Lewis Muniford (1895-1990) wrote about cities, in such books as Sticks 
and Stones and The Brown Decades, with more historical knowledge 

and passion than anyone cif his generation. His urbanism combined~. an 

expertise in architecture, town planning, social policy, and literature, In 

this passage from his memoir Sketches from Life, he retrietes __ 0 

teenage epiphany on the Brooklyn Bridge. 

FROM SKETCHES FROM LIFE 

D
URING THIS EARLY PERIOD of manhood (1914-1919) !be
gan to experience the waterfront ofNewYork, by repeated 

rides on ferryboats, in a fashion that has now become .im~ 
possible. Everywhere the wholesale commitment to bridges and t~I\
nels across and under the rivers and bays, for the sake of sp~ed 
alone, is depriving us of this primal source of recreation, causing us 

to go farther in search of enlivening change-and often to 'fare 
worse. 

But surely the ferryboat was one of the great inventions of the 

Nineteenth ·Century: that great turtlelike creature-plpddllJ.g 
through waters often iridescent with scum near the ferry slips, 

doggedly meeting the hazards of time and weather, sometimes serv
ing as a summer excursion boat to Staten Island, sometimes hUlnp

ing and cracking through the ice floes in the surly black water, so that 
the salt spray would tingle in one's nostrils. 

What endless variations on the simple theme of 'passage'. by 
water! Even the short trips to Jersey City from downtown New York 

provided a touch of uncertainty and adventure, allowing for the· tide, 
dodging other boats and ships, all with a closeness to the sea and·sky 

and the wide sweep of the city itself that no other form of locomo
tion could boast. 

Ferryboats would have been worthwhile for their value as a 

source of recreation alone: no~ I would go further, they were wm:.th 
running if only to give sustenance to poets and lovers and ·lonely 
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young people, from Walt Whitman to Edna St. Vincent Millay, from 
Alfred Stieglitz and John Sloan to myself. Ferries had uses beyond 
the ordinary needs for transportation, and their relative slowness 

was not the least part of their merit-though as to speed, it has 
often taken far more time to cross by motorcar from Manhattan 

to Brooklyn or from San Francisco to Oakland during the rush 

hour, amid poisonous fumes and irritating tensions, than it once did 

by ferry. Those who put speed above all other values are often 
cheated even of speed by their dedication to a single mode of mass 

locomotion. 

No poet, hurtling by plane even as far as Cathay, has yet written 
a poem comparable to 'Crossing Brooklyn Ferry'; no painter has 
come back with a picture comparable to John Sloan's 'Ferryboat 

Ride,' which, for me, in its dun colors, recalls one of the moments I 
liked best on the North River: a lowery sky, a smoke-hung skyline, 
and the turbid waters of the river. When I read Whitman's poem 

now, I realize the special historic advantage of belonging to a generc 
ation that is "ebbing with the ebb-tide," for I am old enough to have 

felt every sensation he described, to have seen every sight-except 
the then-bowered heights of Hoboken-with a sense of identifica

tion that even the most active imagination could hardly evoke now. 

Those wonderful long ferry rides! Alas for a later generation that 

cannot guess how they opened the city up, or how the change of 

pace and place, from swift to slow, from land to water, had a spe
cially stimulating effect upon the mind. But if I loved the ferries, I 
loved the bridges, too; and one after another I walked over all the 

bridges that linked Manhattan to Long Island, even that least re
warding one, the Queensboro. But it was the Brooklyn Bridge that I 

loved best, partly because of its own somber perfection of form, 
with its spidery lacing of cables contrasting with the great stone 

piers through which they were- suspended: stone masonry that 
seemed in its harmony of granite pier, classic coping, and ogive arch 
to crystallize the essence of Roman, Romanesque, and Gothic archi
tecture; while its cables stretched like a bowstring to shoot a steel 

arrow into our own age. 

Since we lived on Brooklyn Heights between 1922 and 1925, I 
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took every possible occasion to walk back and forth across the 
Brooklyn Bridge; and I knew it in all weathers and at all times of the 

day and night: so it is no wonder that when I came to write 'Stick~ 
and Stones' in 1924, I gave perhaps the first critical appreciation of 

that achievement since Montgomery Schuyler's contemporary essay,, 
published in his 'American Architecture' in 1893. 

At that period, as it happened, Hart Crane and I-then person, 

ally unknown to each other-were living on Brooklyn Heights, an~ 
he, in his poet's way, was engaged in a similar enterprise: indeed; 
some time later, after I had moved away, he consulted me about bio: 
graphic materials on the Roeblings, the builders of the Bridge: 
Thousands of people must have felt the same as we in our different 
ways had felt, ever since the Bridge was opened; but no one had 
freshly expressed it until the twenties. Only then did the first fortnal 

biography of John Roebling appear, to be followed a decade later by 
David Steinman's detailed study of the building of the Brooklyn 

Bridge-a book that by happy chance passed under my favorable .ed
itorial eye before my own publishers decided to go ahead with it. 

So deeply did the Bridge itself capture my imagination that He
fore I had abandoned my aim of becoming a playwright (as late. as 
1927), I wrote the first draft of a long play on the theme of the 

Bridge: a play that I recognized, even while writing it, could be pro
duced only when done over into a motion picture. Fragments ofthat 
play still haunt me: not least a love scene, at night, high up on ope:of 
the piers of the half-finished structure, with a sense of giddy isolati(in 
heightening the passion of the lovers-and the muted whistles and 
hoots from the river below, in the spreading fog, underscoring with 
the note of the city itself their private encounter. . .. 

That scene no one will of course find in any Roebling biography, 
but the stuff of it I was soon to encounter, if less exaltedly, .intrri.y 
own life; for many of my written fantasies have turned out to<he 

gropings, forebodings, formative anticipations of unconscious ~g~ 
ings that were soon to take on outward shapes, all the more because 

of their contrast with the sober, neatly planned, dutiful routine·, so 
close in its more workmanlike qualities to that of an engineer, that 
characterizes such a large part of my workaday existence. . •: : 
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There was a slightly older contemporary who, as it seemed in 
1915, had caught the very beat of the city, a beat that had begun to 
pulsate with quickening consciousness in all of us. This was Ernest 

Poole, who in 'The Harbor,' through his choice of scenes, characters, 

social issues, said something for my generation that no one else had 

yet said, though he was never-that was perhaps his tragedy!-to 
say it so well again. Brooklyn Heights and 'The Harbor' took shape 

almost entirely in Poole's imagination. But he captured the contrast 
between the depths of Furman Street, on the level of the waterfront, 
rimmed by a jumble of warehouses and docks, and the top of the 
stone-walled escarpment, with its seemly rows of brick or serpen
tine houses which commanded the whole harbor. There on Furman 
Street in the middle of the afternoon I had already seen an aged, 
drunken slattern, foul with whiskey and fouler with words-ex

hibiting the destitution and squalor that the gardens and mansions 
above· both actually and figuratively overlooked. 

I hardly dare to look at 'The Harbor' to find out how the printed 
pages would compare now with the sensations I had in 1915, when I 

first read the book. Somehow that novel seethed with my own hope
ful excitement over the contemporary world of factories and 
steamships, of employers and labor unions, of political strife and pri
vate ambition, giving me much the same reaction I had felt earlier 
when reading H. G. Wells's 'The New Machiavelli' or his 'Tono
Bungay'-both books that influenced my youth. 'The Harbor' satis

fied my appetite for the concrete and the contemporary, which was 

a very real appetite in those quickening days. The fact that Poole saw 
the city in much the same way I was beginning to see it gave moral 
backing and political support to my own efforts. 

Not that I needed much backing! We all had a sense that we were 

on the verge of translation into a new world, a quit~ magical trans

lation, in which the best hopes of the American Revolution, the 
French Revolution, and the Industrial Revolution would all be si

multaneously fulfilled. The First World War battered and shattered 
those hopes, but it took years before the messages received through 

our eyes or felt at our fingers' ends were effectively conveyed to our 
brains and could be decoded: for long those ominous messages 
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simply did not make sense. Until well into the 1930s we could'al
ways see the bright side of the darkest cloud. We did not, while .the 
spirit of our confident years worked in us, guess that the sun 
which we counted might soon be in eclipse. 

Yes: I loved the great bridges and walked back and 
them, year after year. But as often happens with repeated experi-
ences, one memory stands out above all others: a twilight hour . ..in 
early spring-it was March, I think-when, starting . 
Brooklyn end, I faced into the west wind sweeping over the r:iyers 
from New Jersey. The ragged, slate-blue cumulus clouds that g~th
ered over the horizon left open patches for the light of the w"')ing 
sun to shine through, and finally, as I reached the middle of the 
Brooklyn Bridge, the sunlight spread across the sky, forming . 

around the jagged mountain of skyscrapers, with the dmrkem;d].oft 
buildings and warehouses huddling below in the foreground. The 
towers, topped by the golden pinnacles of the new Wool"'o~th 
Building, still caught the light even as it began to ebb away. Three
quarters of the way across the Bridge I saw the skyscrapers i)i the 

deepening darkness become slowly honeycombed with light$ until; 
before I reached the Manhattan end, these buildings piled 11p)n a 
dazzling mass against the indigo sky. 

Here was my city, immense, overpowering, flooded with energy 
and light; there below lay the river and the harbor, catching thelast 

flakes of gold on their waters, with the black tugs, free frorri_their 
barges, plodding dockward, the ferryboats lumbering from .pi_~r to 

pier, the tramp steamers slowly crawling toward the sea, th_e<Sj:atue 
of Liberty erectly standing, little curls of steam coming out o£,boat 

whistles or towered chimneys, while the rumbling elevated .trains 
and trolley cars just below me on the bridge moved in a relentless 
tide to carry tens of thousands homeward. And there was I;.•preast- ,;-x;;.;; 

ing the March wind, drinking in the city and the sky, both: vast, yet·. '•<<,•:>;(.'· 
both contained in me, transmitting through me the great mysterious 

will that had made them and the promise of the new day tHat was 
still to come. 

The world, at that moment, opened before me, challenging, 
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beckoning me, demanding something of me that it would take more 

than a lifetime to give, but raising all my energies by its own vivid 

promise to a higher pitch. In that sudden revelation of power and 
beauty all the confusions of adolescence dropped from me, and I 
trod the narrow, resilient boards of the footway with a new confi
dence that came, not from my isolated self alone but from the col
lective energies I had confronted and risen to. 

I cannot hope to bring back the exaltation of that moment: the 
wonder of it was like the wonder of an orgasm in the body of one's 
beloved, as if one's whole life had l~d up to that moment and had 
swiftly culminated there. And yet I have carried the sense of that 
occasion, along with two or three other similar moments, equally 

enveloping and pregnant, through my life: they remain, not as a 
constant presence, but as a momentary flash reminding me of heights 

approached and scaled, as a mountain climber might carry with him 
the memory of some daring ascent, never to be achieved again. Since 

then I have courted that moment more than once on the Brooklyn 
Bridge; but the exact conjunction of weather and light and mood and 
inner readiness has never come back. That experience remains alone: 

a fleeting glimpse of the utmost possibilities life may hold for man. 
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